This week’s player of the week goes to Heather Bretschger for her dedication, time, and effort to making CMOT a success. First runner up goes to Gerald Landry for his never ending love of field reporting.

letter from the editor:
Hey Kickballers,

As usual this newsletter is to share photos and stories, outline important rules and spread the word about various events happening throughout the season. Your board is excited to get the season going and is here for YOU.

Just a reminder: PLAYOFF GAME: SCHEDULED FOR 11a on SAT. OCTOBER 24th.

In other news: the end of the season party will be the weekend of November 6-8th. Once the plans are finalized (place/day/time) we will send out an e-mail/evite to everyone in the league!

Cheers, Table, Drink,
Heather B.
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“ghostman” of the week:

This week our winner is Shannon McKenna from Red Balls and Vodka. Don't worry folks!! We’ve been told “it’s not loaded..”

rules of the week:
Brought to you by AskMen.com:
How To: Pretend You Can Dance

You don't have to be the life of the party, but you at least want to join in on the festivities. So learn how to at least pretend that you can dance, and look normal on the dance floor -- without having to depend on alcohol to let loose.

FAKING IT

Do less than more
If you feel very awkward or uncomfortable on the dance floor, try to do less rather than trying to show off. Just avoid drawing attention to yourself, and stick to basic moves such as swaying, moving from side to side, and moving your body more than your feet.

Snap your fingers or clap your hands
If you're really at a loss on how to move, then just look like you're having fun by snapping your fingers while swaying your body from side to side. Just don't clap too much -- you don't want to draw too much attention to yourself.

Sing along
By the same token, if the music is too loud or you find it difficult to actually talk to your partner while dancing, at least sing along to the music, which will help you move to the rhythm, and distract you from trying to dance perfectly.

LOSING IT

Flailing your arms
Again, if you don't feel comfortable on the dance floor, then don't make motions that practically beg the crowd to look in your direction.

Getting drunk
It's perfectly okay to drink a little bit to loosen up on the dance floor, in fact, it's recommended if you feel that alcohol will help you open up, but you may want to refrain from getting on the dance floor if you feel the urge to get up on the speaker, do the funky chicken while doing the limbo, or worse yet -- dance like Seinfeld's Elaine Benes.

Screaming "Woooo!" while moving
This is probably what will happen if you dance when you're extremely drunk. Don't draw attention to yourself, unless of course, you want to.

Remember, the whole point of dancing is to have fun and enjoy yourself. Nobody expects you to break into the moonwalk, start leading the conga line, or pull a Fred Astaire. Don't think about it too much, and just let your body move to the rhythm.
Week 8:

Game 1:
Red White and Belligerent vs. Victorious Best Secret

In the last regular season contest of the 2009 Fall season, Red White and Belligerent edged out Victorious Best Secret 3-2. RWB preserved an undefeated record through what appeared to be a clutch performance in the bottom of the fourth inning. However, it was completely obvious that RWB's winning secret was what they have relied on all year long. What was this secret method you ask? The Mark Eaton strength and conditioning program supplemented with a diet supplemented with Mark Eaton oatmeal power carrots. Since this strict regimen was installed back in August of 2009, RWB had not lost a kickball contest. The egregious amount of beta-carotene had taken its toll, resulting in a few unusual side-effects (a tendency to burrow, enhanced whisker growth, and increased sensitivity to dog whistles) but nonetheless was found to be a rewarding experience. Now that the secret is out, RWB looks forward to an exciting tournament on the 24th, and may they best team win!

Submitted by Field Reporter: Jerry Landry RWB

inquiring minds want to know:

How many licks does it take to get to the center of a Tootsie Pop?

It depends on a variety of factors such as the size of your mouth, the amount of saliva, etc. Basically, the world may never know....

weather report:

Our forecast for tomorrow is High of 70°F and a Low of 50°F with a 80% chance of showers. Looks like some muddy kickball!!!

Since Mr. Owl first dared to unravel one of the confectionary world's most puzzling secrets in the classic 1970 TV commercial, dedicated Tootsie Pop fans everywhere have tried to provide a definitive answer.

Many have attempted, and failed, to lick their way to the center of the Tootsie Pop. The temptation to bite and reach the embedded Tootsie Roll prize has proven too great...just like it was for Mr. Owl.

For the truly disciplined who have made it successfully to the center, Tootsie places them in its highest regard.
things that make you go hm....

Photo 1
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on tap: kickball playoffs!!

deep thoughts by your GMOT:

Can a plastic rifle really harm flip cup players? ....if it’s not loaded?
GET YOUR KICKS (on pg. 6)